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SCIENCE:

Whither AAAS Annual Meetings?
In the early years of its existence the AAAS met the need for faceto-face communication through its annual meetings. As professional
societies grew in strength, in size, and in introspection, the AAAS offered
them hospitality at its meeting and sponsored events that would not
bend to specialization. Today, the physical limits on attendance, the
mental boundaries on the information that can be transmitted usefully,
and the subtle demands of interaction between speakers and audience
call for an examination of these aims.
There is a growing awareness, expressed as early as 1951 by a special
study group of the AAAS under the chairmanship of Warren Weaver,
that heavy reliance on "standard" scientific papers and symposia can
no longer serve. Functions that are best performed by groups and societies of experts should not be duplicated. Topics that are better resolved
at small private meetings, by small groups of specialists, and at a particularly suitable time and place need not be discussed at AAAS meetings. Rather, the meetings should pay heed to those topics that benefit
from illumination from many directions, before an audience of wide
interests, by any method that insures the smooth flow of ideas. Emphasis
should be on vigorous discussions of issues where resolution would be
facilitated by exposure to public view. Individuals would report unusual
discoveries and insights that will influence the direction of research and
the future of our society. The most valuable function of the AAAS
meetings would be to assist a questioning public to understand causes
and weigh trends and prospects so that wise choices could be made, and
made in time.
These are difficult demands. They require answers to many questions:
How large should the meeting be? What should be the balance between
the many claimants who want to be heard? What techniques of presentation and response? How varied the program? How specialized?
Caryl Haskins, the president of the Carnegie Institution of Washington,
posed the problem in his most recent Report (1965/1966). "If the primary task of those engaged at the frontiers of scientific investigation is
still, as it always has been, to enlarge and extend those frontiers, that
task is also accompanied today by . . . a responsibility that, in effect, is
twofold. First, for the scientist, is the challenge to communicate, to
directly share, the experience which has been his-a relatively easy task
vis-a-vis those who share his precise special interests. It becomes much
more difficult when his audience, though scientific, has somewhat more
distant concerns. Yet it is quite as important here. The other half of the
task, however, is far broader and even more difficult. It is the challenge
to communicate, by every effective means the imagination can command,
the nature, the purpose, the rationale, and the intense social relevance
of the scientific way. . . . For the link between the order of a society's
understanding of the nature and significance of scientific investigation
and the actual quality of the science going forward within it; the relation
of the prescience of its own questioning to the quality of the answers
that it receives; the shaping of effort by the specific nature of the demands made by society at any given moment, have never been so notable
as they are now . . ."
This is a worthy challenge. For its resolution many ingrained habits
must be modified and new paths be charted. Yet, failing to respond
would have grave consequences.-WALTER G. BERL, Editor, AAAS
A nnulal Meeting

